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Use of 410 Shotguns with Tungsten Shot to Take Turkeys  
 

House File 2370 amended prior Code language dealing with method of take for wild turkeys to allow the use of 
410-shotguns and 28-guage shotguns shooting tungsten shot no smaller than #10.  Its companion measure 
(Senate File 2334)  likewise adds the use of 410-shotguns and 28-guage shotguns using shot no smaller than #10 
(does not require tungsten shot). 

Fiscal Note– No request made for a fiscal note for this legislation. 
____________________________________     _______________________________________________ 

 

Section by Section Analysis 

Section 1—410/28-Guage Shotguns may Take Wild-Turkeys Using Tungsten Shot 

Amends Code subsections in 483A.7 to add a new subsection 5 that specifies that 410 shotguns or a 28-guage 
shotgun may be used to hunt turkeys if the shotgun uses (H 8159 struck ‘tungsten) shot no smaller than shot size 
10 in those shotguns.  

___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Amendment Analysis 
To HF 2370 

H-8159, by Rep. Baxter proposes to amend section one of HF 2370 to remove the requirement of using tungsten 
shot to conform HF 2370 so it is identical to SF 2334 and can be substituted by the Senate file.  H 8159 ADOPTED 
on a voice vote 

H-8164, by Rep Jacoby, proposes to amend HF 2370 to add new unrelated Code language dealing with 
nonresident deer licenses.  This amendment would reserve 50 of the 6,000 nonresident anysex deer 
licenses for nonresidents who have made a reservation with a nonprofit organization that hosts guided 
hunting services for veterans of the armed forces of the United States.  If any of the 50 reserved licenses 
are not purchased prior to distribution of the nonresident anysex deer licenses, they revert to the pool for 
distribution.   H 8164 was RULED not germane and the motion to suspend the rules to consider H 8164 
LOST by a record roll-call vote of 38-aye to 54-nay. 
H-8163, by Rep. Jacoby, proposes to amend HF 2370 to add new unrelated Code language dealing with 
lifetime trout fishing licenses to allow persons who qualify for a disabled veteran homestead credit.  H 
8163 was RULED not germane and the motion to suspend the rules to consider H 8163 LOST by a record 
roll-call vote of 38-aye to 54-nay. 
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